Tulving, 1983). The first is retrieval cue specification, rehearsal (posterior ventrolateral). Importantly, cue which is the systematic analysis of the possible semanspecification and recollective monitoring responses tic relations between the retrieval cue and the known were not seen during item memory and were unafcharacteristics of the potential sources. For example, if fected by retrieval success, demonstrating that the asked whether one encountered a particular friend at mere attempt to recollect episodic detail engages multhe library or the shopping mall, one might consider the tiple control processes with different left PFC subcharacteristics of that friend that may make one or the strates.
the hypothesis that activation in these regions is sensitive to episodic retrieval success.
In Experiment 1, subjects were scanned during semantic encoding and during item and source retrieval blocks. During encoding, subjects alternated between pleasant/unpleasant and concrete/abstract semantic decisions on individual items. These tasks have been shown to engage aLIPC (Demb et al., 1995; Gabrieli et al., 1996) . Following encoding, subjects' memories were tested with three-alternative forced choice (3AFC) triplets consisting of a new item, and items encoded under pleasant/unpleasant and under abstract/concrete orienting. During item recognition, subjects were in- item that was associated with a previous particular semantic orienting task (i.e., a specific cognitive source). We anticipated that such decisions would involve seimaging (fMRI) to examine activity across semantic enmantic cue specification as well as recollective monitorcoding, source recognition, and item recognition. In ading processes not required during item recognition. Sedition, the sensitivity of these processes to the level of lective masking of the activation maps and region of retrieval success was assessed. Three major questions interest (ROI) analyses were used to compare activawere addressed. First, are there neural and cognitive tions across the three tasks (semantic encoding, item processes engaged during both semantic encoding and recognition, and source recognition) and across particusource recognition that are not required during simple lar regions of left PFC. item recognition? If both source recognition and semanExperiment 2 used a similar encoding procedure and tic judgments require controlled semantic analysis or scanned subjects during retrieval using an event-related the selection of semantic features (the former to specify fMRI design, thus permitting comparison of successful effective retrieval cues and the latter to analyze taskand unsuccessful retrieval trials. During source memory relevant semantic features during encoding), then the trials, subjects were shown two items (one associated anterior extent of left inferior prefrontal cortex (aLIPC), with each semantic source) and were asked to identify a region associated with controlled semantic retrieval the item associated with the pleasant/unpleasant or semantic feature selection paradigms (Buckner et Since the relative positions of the items in the previous recognition judgments are based on a simple assessstudy list were uncorrelated with the nature of the sement of familiarity, then aLIPC should not be engaged, mantic encoding task, recency decisions were predicted because controlled semantic analysis is not required to depend on retrieval processes other than those re-(Fletcher and Henson, 2001). The second question is cruited during source memory. whether the monitoring requirements of source memory recruit unique control processes. In contrast to source Results memory, neither simple item recognition nor semantic encoding decisions require the monitoring or evaluation Behavioral Retrieval Data of episodic recollections, and therefore, activations that Experiment 1 are selective to source retrieval may be indicative of Accuracy across the three retrieval tasks significantly monitoring operations (see Figure 1) . A third pattern of differed (F(2,26) ϭ 30.43, Mse ϭ 0.006, chance ϭ 0.33): activity we considered was whether there were regions item recognition ("not-judged?", M ϭ 0.87) was signifithat showed significant activity across semantic encodcantly higher than source recognition ("for-concrete?", ing, source recognition, and item recognition. Such ac-M ϭ 0.64; "for-pleasant?", M ϭ 0.69), whereas the two tivity would be predicted in posterior left inferior prefronsource conditions did not differ reliably (t(13) ϭ 1. 
Experiment 2
tinct executive control processes are subserved by separable left PFC subregions during retrieval, nor whether In contrast to Experiment 1, a reverse performance adthe differences between source and item memory are of vantage between the recollective and item-based tasks degree or kind. This issue was explored using selective was observed: accuracy was greater during source recmasking logic, as illustrated in Figure 1 , that was deognition (0.79) than recency recognition (0.58) (t(10) ϭ signed to isolate the presence of putatively distinct con-6.27, p Ͻ 0.001, chance ϭ 0.50). In addition, RTs were trol operations. Critically, three distinct patterns of actilonger during recency than source judgments (2371 vervation were observed. First, left frontopolar, posterior sus 2154 ms, t(10) ϭ 3.74, p Ͻ 0.01). Thus, consistent dorsolateral, as well as lateral parietal cortex were selecfunctional neuroanatomic differences between the tively engaged, relative to baseline, during the source source memory and nonrecollective retrieval tasks retrieval attempt; these regions were not engaged above across experiments cannot reflect differences in accubaseline during either item recognition or during semanracy or time on task since these relationships are retic encoding ( Figure 2B , red regions). Second, the anteversed across the two experiments.
rior ventral extent of the left inferior prefrontal cortex (aLIPC) was engaged, relative to baseline, during both Neuroimaging Data source recognition and semantic encoding, but not durExperiment 1 ing item recognition ( Figure 2B , blue region). Finally, the Compared with item recognition, source recognition posterior dorsal extent of LIPC (pLIPC) was engaged yielded greater activation primarily in left lateral frontal during all three conditions ( Figure 2B , green). Thus, with regions, including ventrolateral and posterior dorsolatrespect to PFC, selective masking revealed four anaeral PFC, frontopolar PFC, and the medial aspect of tomically distinct regions, with three distinct activation superior PFC ( Figure 2A and Table 1 ). Beyond frontal patterns, in operation during source recognition; only cortex, source recognition was associated with greater one region, pLIPC, was also active during item recogactivation in posterior cingulate, left precuneus, and left nition. lateral inferior parietal cortices.
In order to confirm the dissociations revealed by the Although clearly distinguishing the retrieval tasks, this masking analysis, a direct test of functional separability was conducted using ROIs extracted from each of the comparison does not indicate whether functionally dis- These left PFC responses are not a function of differential task difficulty between source and item-based judglatter regions (frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral PFC, and anterior LIPC) were functionally separable, ments, as the relative task difficulty was reversed across the experiments. When correct and incorrect source the mean level of activation across conditions was contrasted. A task (semantic encoding, source recognijudgments were contrasted within these common regions, no evidence was obtained for a retrieval success tion, and item recognition) ϫ region (frontopolar, posterior dorsolateral PFC, and anterior LIPC) interaction effect in any of these PFC regions, even at very liberal thresholds (p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected). ROI analyses on the (F(4,52) ϭ 7.87, Mse ϭ 0.009, p Ͻ 0.0001) indicated that these distinct frontal regions were differentially engaged event-related data confirm that this was not the result of low power, demonstrating equivalent or numerically across the tasks. Unlike the anterior LIPC, which was similarly activated during both semantic encoding and greater hemodynamic response amplitudes during unsuccessful as opposed to successful source recognition source recognition, the frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral PFC were only active during source recognition trials for all the maxima observed in left lateral PFC, the reverse of what is predicted under a retrieval success ( Figure 2B, blue and red) . The pattern of response in the latter two regions was statistically indistinguishable (F Ͻ account (Figure 3) . Retrieval success effects were obtained in regions other than lateral PFC, including along 1). Collectively, these data point to four anatomically separate PFC regions that demonstrate one of three the left hippocampal axis, which demonstrated a greater response during successful source trials in comparison distinct functional patterns: (1) posterior LIPC was active across all conditions, (2) anterior LIPC was active during to unsuccessful source and recency based responses. These success-related responses are not relevant to both source recognition and semantic encoding, and (3) frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral PFC were exthe current hypotheses regarding PFC contributions to source retrieval and are more fully detailed elsewhere clusively engaged during source recognition. These findings are consistent with our hypothesis that source (our unpublished data). retrieval depends on multiple dissociable control functions. Discussion Experiment 2 Experiment 2 addressed the sensitivity of PFC executive
The present data demonstrate that source memory, relative to item recognition, differentially requires distinct control processes to levels of retrieval success. Comparison of the source and recency recognition trials cue specification and monitoring operations that are supported by anatomically separable left prefrontal rebe needed to verify if such patterns hold for pictorial or object stimuli that are also subjected to meaningful gions. Furthermore, the degree of engagement of these PFC computations was insensitive to retrieval success, encoding experiences. Earlier neuropsychological investigations of prefrontal consistent with their role in the controlled aspects of source memory that are necessary regardless of task contributions to source and item recognition demonstrated that item recognition was largely intact following outcome. The pattern of responses suggested that anterior LIPC is involved in the controlled retrieval of semanprefrontal damage, whereas source recognition was disrupted (Janowsky et al., 1989a (Janowsky et al., , 1989b (Janowsky et al., , 1989c . The curtic information that is necessary during semantic encoding and is a critical component of cue specification rent data extend this literature by pointing to a number of possible functional impairments during source memory during source retrieval attempt (at least when the sources can be linked to prior semantic cognitive operathat might arise due to frontal insult, and they lead to unique predictions for future investigation with patients tions performed on verbal materials). Relative to baseline, this region showed no appreciable response during or with disruption studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation. For example, damage or disruption of the the item recognition task. In contrast, a more posterior LIPC region was recruited during all experimental condianterior LIPC should result in impairments during both controlled semantic analysis tasks and during source tions relative to baseline, consistent with its putative role in the short-term maintenance of, or access to, recognition tasks that benefit from the generation of internally guided retrieval cues related to the semantic lower level phonological or lexical information. Although significantly above baseline in all three conditions, this qualities of the memory probes. In contrast, damage or disruption of the frontopolar and/or posterior dorsolatregion did show the greatest response in the source task, which, relative to the semantic encoding and item eral regions may result in an impairment that is only evident during source recognition; controlled semantic recognition tasks, required more time to execute and may have resulted in increased maintenance demands. retrieval should remain intact. Thus, although the two different "lesion" groups would be impaired during Finally, frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral PFC regions were exclusively engaged during the source task, source retrieval, they would be impaired for very different reasons. consistent with a role in control processes that guide the monitoring or evaluation of episodic recollections In addition to the prefrontal regions discussed above, left lateral parietal, precuneus, and posterior cingulate ascribed to different stimuli. Collectively, these data provide a striking demonstration that multiple, anatomically regions also showed greater activity during the source compared to item recognition task in Experiment 1. Acdistinct regions in left lateral prefrontal cortex subserve functionally unique operations during attempted retivity in the posterior cingulate and precuneus has been reliably found in numerous studies of episodic (Buckner trieval of source memories. Given that the present study exclusively used verbal materials, future research will et al. 
